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There are three recognised mountain biking tracks within Other activities

Mountain biking There are three recognised mountain biking tracks within the park catering for a range of fitness and skills: Select Loop Road, Okahukura Loop and the Waione Tram Mountain Bike Track. (See separate brochure.) Many old forestry roads in the Park are suitable for cycling.

The Timber Trail, an 86 km cycleway through the park, is scheduled for completion in late 2012. One section is open and further sections will become available as work progresses (see www.doc.govt.nz).

Hunting

Recreational hunting for deer, pigs and goats is a popular pastime in the park. You need a permit to carry a rifle or hunting bow or to take a hunting dog into the park. Permits can be obtained online at www.doc.govt.nz/hunting or from the DOC Maniapoto Area Office in Te Kuiti.

Dogs

A permit is required to take a dog into the park. Dogs must be kept under control at all times. Dogs are permitted at some campgrounds under certain conditions. Contact the Maniapoto Area Office for further information.

Accommodation

The park is a great place to explore on a weekend or longer visit, whether you stay at a campsite or in cabin accommodation.

Cabin accommodation

Seven fully self-contained cabins are available to rent at Pureora Village. 2 person cabins: $24.50/night 6 person cabins: $49/night for 4, $12.20 per extra person per night.

Enquiries and bookings to the Maniapoto Area Office.

Camping

There are three main picnic and camping sites. Kakaho is in eastern Pureora on Kakaho Rd, and Ngaherenga comprises two sites on Barryville Rd near the Field Base. A self-registration system operates, with fees $6 per adult and $3 per child per night. Basic facilities include fireplaces, toilets and picnic tables. There are excellent opportunities for bushwalking and swimming at Kakaho, and the Totara Walk, the Timber Trail and Forest Tower are near Ngaherenga.

There are four camping shelters at Piropiro Flats (no charge), nationally important wetlands and shrublands within the park—many of the shrublands are known as frost flats, and are home to endangered plants like Turner’s kohuhu, while the forest contains the parasitic flowering plant Dactylanthus taylori (on tree roots) and endemic mistletoe in the canopy.

There is abundant birdlife in the park. Since 1995, intensive efforts at forest restoration in various locations have ensured breeding success and protection of many native species. This includes the rare North Island kōkako, kōkako (forest parrot) and piwakawaka/North Island robin. There are populations of the rarer kōkako (New Zealand falcon), kōkākā (parakeet) and whio (blue duck) as well as both species of native bats (long-tailed and short-tailed) and Hochstetter’s frog.

Places of interest

It is worth starting your visit at the Pureora Field Base where there are information panels on the history and natural features of the park. (The office is not open on the weekend.) Within 10 mins drive of the field base you’ll find several sites of special scientific, historic and ecological interest (see map below).

1a. Totara Walk 30 min

This easy loop walk winds its way among the awe-inspiring giant trees for which Pureora is famous. Ferns grow in abundance and if you are lucky, you may hear or see native birds such as tītī, fantails, tomtit, weka, kererū/kūkū or kōkako. Glow worms can be seen at night. (The Timber Trail starts beside the Totara Walk—see #1 on page 3.)

b. The Buried Forest 5 min

1800 years ago a forest was knocked over, buried and preserved by a violent volcanic eruption that formed Lake Taupo. This remarkable buried forest in Plains Road was brought to light in 1987 when it was accidentally uncovered by a digger. Today the uncovered logs lie as they fell during the volcanic eruption.

c. Forest Tower 20 min

This 12 metre high tower is a short walk from Rūmuk Road. car park (off Pikikāni Road). It gives a different perspective of life up in the forest canopy and is a good spot for observing native birds such as kererū/kūkū, kōkākā or kea.

d. Vintage Steam Hauler and Tractor 5 min

Hauling Loop track takes you past a steam hauler and winch (used until the late 1940s to haul logs from the forest for milling), and a historic tractor—reminders of past activity in the area.

e. Historic Crawler Tractor 10 min

In the 1930s-40s this 2 ton Caterpillar tractor was used to recover split tōtara posts and butts from the bush. It is protected by a covered roof with seating. Access is from Link Road or the Timber Trail.
**Track classification**

- Short walk: well formed, easy walking for up to an hour.
- Walking track: well formed easy walks from a few minutes to a day.
- Tramping track: mostly unformed with steep, rough or muddy sections; backcountry skills and experience required.

**Enjoying the outdoors safely**

Most tracks are marked by orange triangles. Other coloured markers/tape are for pest control purposes and should not be followed. Track times are based on an average family group. They are a guide only and may vary depending on the weather and track conditions. Track times are one way unless indicated otherwise. Choose the right type of track for your group's experience. Be well prepared for all types of weather and conditions. Have strong comfortable shoes (or boots if tramping) and suitable clothing and equipment. Carry a first aid kit, food and drink and know what to do if things go wrong. Safety is your responsibility. See [www.adventuresmart.org.nz](http://www.adventuresmart.org.nz) for further information.

Because of the terrain and heavily forested nature of the park, trampers and hunters are advised to obtain the relevant topographical maps—BF 34 Benneydale, BF 35 Whakamaru, BG 34 Whakamaru, BG 34 Poutapouri and BG 35 Tihoi.

**Track guide**

There are many entry points to the Park, with tracks of varying standards and lengths.

1. **Towarau Walk**
   - and other short walks close to Pureora Village are described over page.

2. **Mt Pureora**
   - 1 hr 30 min / 2.6 km
   - The summit provides the King Country’s most spectacular panoramic views of Lake Taupo, the mountains of Tongariro National Park, Mt Taranaki and Kawakawa Ranges (weather permitting). The track starts from the Link Rd car park on the northeast side of Mt Pureora, with boardwalks and steps in place to make walking easier.

3. **Totoi Track**
   - 1 hr 30 min / 2.8 km to summit
   - This track provides alternative access to the summit of Mt Pureora. It leaves from the car park on Totoi Rd traveling up the northwest side of Mt Pureora.

4. **Centre of the North Island Walk**
   - 10 min / 0.5 km
   - A short, flat track off Waimonoa Rd leading to the geographical centre of the North Island (marked with a cairn). The track joins the Mt Tirirauapa Track.

5. **Mt Tirirauapa Track**
   - 4 hr / 6 km
   - From Link Rd car park, the track crosses many small streams before climbing a southern ridge of Mt Tirirauapa, joining the Arataki Track just below the summit rock. The summit is Māori land and a taonga (treasure) to local iwi. Please respect these values and the landowners’ wishes by not climbing the summit rock.

6. **Arataki Track**
   - 1 hr 30 min to junction with Mt Tirirauapa Track
   - This track begins off Tirirauapa Rd and passes the YMCA camp. It climbs steadily to join the Mt Tirirauapa Track, 10 minutes below the summit rock. Please do not climb the summit rock (see 5 above).

7. **Rimu Walk**
   - 2 hr / 3.7 km loop
   - From the Kakaho Campsite this loop walk follows the Kakaho Stream through dense rimu forest before climbing to a viewpoint. The walk emerges a short distance along Kakaho Rd. Please do not climb the summit rock (see 5 above).

8. **Bog Inn Track**
   - 40 min / 2.7 km to Bog Inn Hut
   - To reach the track, turn off Link Rd onto Titoi Rd just north of the Kakaho Campsite, then further along Titoi Rd to Bog Inn Rd to reach the car park. An easy 15-minute climb from the car park leads to the mountain mire known as The Bog. This is a fragile area; please keep to the track.

9. **Walhara Lagoon Walk**
   - 15 min / 2.5 km
   - From SH52 turn onto Walhara Rd and travel approximately 7 km on a gravel road before turning left into the Walhara Lagoon car park. The lagoon, 10 minutes walk from the car park, is one of the most beautiful spots in the Park, surrounded by tall rimu and hikitesa (although the lagoon can dry out in summer). The trail (see separate brochure) starts beside the Walhara Lagoon and provides a gentle walking/gymnicking track. It follows an old road for 30 minutes to Pukopiko Stream and then a steady 1 hour climb will bring you to the junction with the Hauhungaroa Track.

10. **Walhara Track**
    - 1 hr 30 min / 4 km
    - This track leaves from the Walhara Lagoon car park and follows an old road for 30 minutes to Pukopiko Stream and then a steady 1 hour climb will bring you to the junction with the Hauhungaroa Track.

11. **Walhara Track**
    - 3 hr / 9.4 km to hut
    - The track follows the Walhara River through shrubland into dense podocarp forest. The Walhara Hut is in a clearing overlooking the river where the Walhara and Hauhungaroa tracks meet. There is a small camping area beside the hut.

12. **Hauhungaroa Track** (Link Rd to Mangakahu Valley Rd)
    - approximately 2 days
    - This 45 km track traverses the Hauhungaroa Ranges. Follow the Mt Pureora Track before dropping down a southern ridge of the mountain to Bog Inn Hut (3 hr 30 min). After skirting the bog climb the ridge to Mt Weaoros (3 hr) turn east and drop steeply to the Walhara Track junction (1 hr 30 min). The track continues onto the Walhara Hut (4 hr). Continue upstream from the Walhara Hut on the true left of the Walhara River. Just to the south of Te Aitutaki Stream the track turns southwest and climbs the ridge onto the crest of the Hauhungaroa Ranges. Follow the crest south and the track continues to the Hauhungaroa Hut (7 hours from Walhara Hut). From the Hauhungaroa Hut continue following the crest south past Mt Motatea before dropping down to the head of the Mangakahu Valley and the road end (6 hr 30 min).

13. **Ketemaringi Track**
    - 4 hr to Totara Stream Crossing
    - From the end of Ketemaringi Rd, climb steadily for 1 hour to Ketemaringi Trig. The track then turns south and descends easily down a ridge to emerge onto Totara Stream Rd, with a further 1 hour walk to the car park at the Totara Stream crossing.

14. **Mangatutu Track**
    - 2 hr to ridge
    - This hirise access track starts from the northern end of Ohakukura mountain bike loop track in the north block of the park. The track crosses two streams before climbing steeply onto the main ridge leading to Mt Ranginui. The track ends at the top of the ridge.

15. **Waihora Loop Walk**
    - 30 min return
    - Located behind Pureora Forest Park Lodge, the track passes through tall podocarp forest. If the road gate is locked allow an extra 10 minutes to walk to start of track.